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Global Headquarters
Net Zero Energy Building spread over 48,000 sq. m.
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What sets the Jaquar Group apart
• A rapidly growing multi-diversified ‘Complete Bathroom Solutions’ company with a turnover of 

$0.52 billion (USD) in 2018-19

• One of the fastest growing bathroom companies in the world with presence in 
45+ countries across Europe, Middle East, Asia-Pacific, Africa and the SAARC region

• Headquartered in the National Capital Region of India, in one-of-a-kind eco-friendly “Net Zero 
Building” spread over a sprawling space of over 48,000 sq. m. that‘s been awarded the LEED 
Platinum Certified rating from the United States Green Building Council (USGBC), 
the highest level of green building certification awarded to a building

• In line with the mission to deliver unparalleled bathroom products, the Jaquar Group has
5 state-of-the-art manufacturing units in India and 1 in South Korea, spread over 329,000 sq. m, 
equipped with modern machines and processes

• Currently, the Group delivers over 2.4 million bathrooms every year and produces over 28 million 
bath fittings annually

• The Group produces 125,000 faucets on a daily basis

• The Group today has a dedicated workforce of more than 10,000 employees across the globe

• Adhering to global quality certification, the Group’s manufacturing setup is a zero-waste plant 
recycling 5,00,000 litres of water every day and 4221 metric tonnes of brass recycled every 
year. Embracing green philosophy, Jaquar Group unit generates 6.23 MW of solar energy
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Conceived back in 1960, Jaquar Group is built on the platform of highest quality standards, aesthetics 
and with the intent of exceeding customer expectation. Today, Jaquar Group caters to premium and 
luxury bathroom segments with Jaquar and Artize brands respectively for residential and commercial 
sectors across the globe as a one-stop destination for all bathroom products.

The group has 11 Jaquar World Destination Showrooms across the world, with more on the anvil. 
These showcase unique features like the wide range of products and concepts from leading global 
bath brands, Jaquar and Artize, along with expert advice, design consultancy and unmatched 
customer service.

LUXURY BRAND PREMIUM BRAND

DESTINATION SHOWROOM
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It pays a tribute to the fine traditions of exquisite craftsmanship 
and precision where design, technology and talent combine to 
deliver a masterpiece. Artize products are crafted for luxurious 
bath spaces. Perfect harmony is the very essence of Artize, 
either together as coordinates or even as individual pieces. 
Artize exquisite craftsmanship is so stunning that they can 
inspire the design principles of not just your bath spaces but of 
your entire living spaces.

A leading global super brand known for its excellence in 
innovation and technology. The highest build standards combine 
with the most beautifully designed aesthetics to provide 
world-class products for tough conditions. With a superb blend 
of ergonomic shapes, contemporary styles and meticulous finish, 
Jaquar continues to enthrall millions of hearts across the world 
with its wide range of concepts and products.

LUXURY BRAND

PREMIUM BRAND



 

Jaquar World is a global destination where a customer could walk in, conceptualise one’s own bathroom concept; get 

professional inputs in design and technical issues that help make one’s concepts into reality; get first-hand experience of 

what one is about to make; and find all the relevant products and services with an unmatched customer support that goes 

beyond the online or over-the-phone service, to ensure one enjoys uninterrupted bathing pleasure.

Focusing on Complete Bathroom Solutions, Jaquar World offers everything one could dream of in the bathroom space 

through two of its most respected global brands - Jaquar and Artize – which conform to the highest quality standards and 

have been awarded several global design and excellence awards. The range includes Faucets, Sanitaryware, Showers, 

Wellness Products, Shower Enclosures, Flushing Systems, Bathtubs, Water Heaters and Bathroom Accessories.

Committed to helping customers turn their customised bathroom concepts into reality, Jaquar World has 
kept a team of well-trained design consultants, sales and customer service professionals ready.

Anticipating the needs of discerning customers, these professionals would offer design inputs and expert 
advice in selection of the right products and services that would meet their expectations. Besides, taking 
care of all the facets of installation, service and maintenance - offering customers total peace of mind.

Singapore | Dubai  | Addis Ababa | Kaula Lumpur | Sousse | Milan | Riyadh | Bangladesh  | Brunei | London | Moscow
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World

Complete
Bathroom
Solutions

Expert
Advice

Design
Consultation

Unmatched
Customer
Service

Global
Bath

Brands

Wide Range
of Products and

Concepts

Jaquar World Suite of Services:

DESTINATION SHOWROOM



Faucets | Showers | Sanitaryware | Wellness Products
Shower Enclosures | Flushing Systems | Water Heaters

COMPLETE 
BATHROOM 
SOLUTIONS

End to end solutions
for total rejuvenation
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Jaquar Group 
designs are the 

perfect synthesis of form and function. 
At Jaquar Group, product designs 

meet global parameters of 
ergonomics, finish, material, safety, 

environmental impact and functionality. 
Jaquar products, designed by globally 
renowned designers, dominate millions 

of hearts across the world.

With a strong Research and 
Development Department that 

employs cutting-edge processes and 
equipment, our designers have 

the best of what modern technology 
has to offer. Such innovations, 

combined with the best brains in the 
industry and stringent quality checks of 
international standards, ensure an end 

product that is high in both, 
functionality and aesthetic appeal.

The Maestros
And their designs

GOOD DESIGN
AWARD 2017

GOOD
DESIGN

2014
2015
2017

20142018 2014
2015

2015

Lisa Bosi

Federico MeroniClaudia Danelon

Matteo Thun &
Antonio Rodriguez

Michael Foley

Parichay Mehra



There are people who are glad to have the most exquisitely designed and precision 
engineered products in their bathroom. Then, there are a few more who demand a premium 
range of bathroom fittings that also coordinate well with each other. It’s for such connoisseurs 
that Jaquar has created coordinated designs that flow from tap to basin, shower to bathtub, 
ceramic to accessories…Products that let bathrooms make an impeccable impression with 
their well coordinated looks and complement their style.

Coordinated Bathroom Designs 
that go with your lifestyle

Coordinated 
Product Design
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Built on the 
Highest
Quality 
Standards

Continuously striving to create value and exceeding 
customers’ expectations in quality, delivery and cost 
effectiveness through continuous product innovation and 
cutting edge technologies have been the core of Jaquar 
manufacturing philosophy. Penchant for innovation and use 
of advanced technology sets Jaquar apart from others. 
The highest standards of our products in every category 
have cemented our reputation as one of the most valued 
premium global bathroom brands in the industry.
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Delivering Excellence
through R&D
Zero-defect is a quality absolute that governs all our products and designs. To ensure performance and longevity,
all our products undergo a series of rigorous tests at our R&D Centre that’s equipped with the latest technology 
and advance testing processes.
• Design: Full-fledged design department
 - Equipped with latest 3D modeling design softwares
 - Team of ace designers and engineers
• Product Development
 - Advanced prototyping machine for product modeling

State of the art lab facilities
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer
Tests impurities in plating solutions 
Maintains high quality plating for longer life

Hull Cell Apparatus
Preventive testing of plating tanks

Millipore Water Purifier
Ultra pure water for precise analysis

Denver Digital Balance
Weighs chemicals up to 0.1 milligram

Life Cycle Testing Machine
Tests product endurance for smooth functioning

Salt Spray Test
Test corrosion resistance of plating

Plating Thickness Test
Tests for optimum plating thickness

Flow Rate Test
Tests for maximum flow efficiency

Pneumatic Air Test
Air test for leak-proof functioning

UV-Visible Spectrophotometer
To test organic compounds in raw materials
Maintains parameters for high quality plating – 
for enchanced product life
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Technology that saves water... As a major global manufacturer of bathroom products, we at Jaquar are well aware of our responsibilities. Conservation of precious 
water as a natural resource has long been the primary goal of our sustainability efforts to help preserve the living planet for our future 
generations. Go Green is a philosophy embraced by Jaquar as a tenet of its design and production system to save water.

Flow Restrictors 
This is a revolutionary technology that lets your faucets and showers save up to 80% of water 
without compromising on the flow. Jaquar Flow Restrictors adjust the flow in both low and 
high pressure conditions and offer the same voluminous flow every time.

Air Showers
Jaquar's Air Showers have a built-in air mixer that mixes air and water in a manner that 
makes shower drops lighter but voluminous. This revolutionary technology helps Jaquar Air 
Showers save up to 30% of water without compromising on the showering experience. 
Choose from a wide range of Hand and Overhead Jaquar Air Showers with single and 
multi-flow options.

Pressmatic Faucets
Faucets with technology that allows only a fixed quantity (750 ml) of water to flow with every 
press of its knob. This mechanism not only prevents water wastage during each use, but also 
provides ease of operation. Jaquar Pressmatic Faucets are recommended for bathrooms of 
high traffic locations like restaurants, clubs, hotels, colleges, hospitals, airports, etc.

Sensor Faucets
Faucets with technology that allows water to flow only when you need it and shuts it as soon 
as you move your hands away, resulting in zero wastage of water. There's no better way to 
save water than turning it off when you don't need it. Example, while washing hands with 
soap, you can save water when lathering. Use Jaquar Sensor Faucets in high traffic areas like 
restaurants, clubs, hotels, colleges, hospitals, airports, etc.

Dual Flush 
Flushes that use more water than needed are the biggest water wastage culprits in every 
home. Jaquar's Dual Flushing Systems enable you to use either a combination of 3/6 ltrs. of 
water or 2/4 ltrs. of water, depending on your water closet. Jaquar's beta valve is designed to 
save 50-60% of water every day.

Three stages of washing hands 
with Sensor Faucets

Faucet

Faucet

Flow rate options available: 6.0, 8.0 & 12 LPM

Pressmatic Taps
1.5 ltrs. per operation

Saving
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Global Certifications and Licenses

Jaquar uses the most modern and advanced 
global technological processes. Its in-house 
R&D and testing laboratories comprehensively 
analyse each functional aspect of every product 
to ensure absolute quality. The result? Products 
that conform to not only the highest global 
standards, but are also capable of withstanding 
the rigours of tough usage conditions. 

KIWA SON ISO CEWRAS TISI SASO

ZNAK - B KC SABSPUBPZH IKRAM QA
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Worldwide Projects

Africa
 Hospitality  • Haile Resort, Ethiopia • Suncity Apartments, Ghana • Swahili Beach Resort, Kenya 
• Hotel Oberoi, Mauritius • Tropicana Hotel, Nigeria • Round Island Resorts, Seychelles • Holiday Inn 
Hotel, Tanzania • Parrot Hotel, Tanzania • Protea Hotel, Tanzania • Ramada Encore, Tanzania • Fairway 
Hotel, Uganda Residential  • Five Star Gardens, Kenya • Reliance VIP Hospital, Nigeria • Eco 
Residence- NHC Projects, Tanzania • Kawe Apartments, Tanzania • Millennium Heights, Uganda • Roze 
Courts, Uganda • The Royal Palms, Uganda Commercial  • Indian High Commission Office, Tanzania 
• Mlimani Shopping Mall, Tanzania • NSSF Plaza, Tanzania • PPF Tower, Tanzania • Rita Tower, 
Tanzania • Golden Jubilee Tower (PSPF Phase -1), Tanzania • Morocco Squire - NHC Projects, Tanzania 
• Ura Building, Uganda • Village Mall, Uganda  Public Project  • Millennium Tower, Nigeria 
• Dodoma University, Tanzania • Nelson Mandela University, Tanzania • Busitima University, Uganda 
• Kyambogo University, Uganda • Mulago Woman Hospital, Uganda 

Suncity Apartment, Ghana

Four Seasons Hotel, Maldives

Hotel Oberoi, Mauritius

A renowned 'Superbrand', Jaquar is a truly global brand known for the highest and globally accepted 
quality standards in materials, technology and processes. Jaquar is today recommended by global 
architects and interior designers for some of the leading global residential, commercial and 
hospitality projects.

Asia Pacific
Hospitality   • Holiday Inn Dhaka, Bangladesh
• Four Seasons, Maldives • Eastern Palace Hotel, 
Myanmar • Excel Capital Hotel, Myanmar • Golden 
Empire Hotel, Myanmar • New Aye Yar Hotel, 
Myanmar • Sidney Hotel, Myanmar • Star City, 
Myanmar • Taw Win Garden Hotel, Myanmar 
• Thousand Island Hotel, Myanmar 
Residential  • Damas Fulosshia, Maldives 
• Damas Zesna, Maldives • VCC Apts, Maldives 
• Tulasi Mahal Apartments, Jaffna, Sri Lanka
• Vishnu Property, Sri Lanka  
Commercial  • Remi Holdings Ltd, Bangladesh 
• Army Headquarters, Sri Lanka 
Public Project  • Bandaranaike International 
Airport, Sri Lanka • Chavakachcheri Railway 
Station, Sri Lanka • KKM Raliway Station, Sri Lanka 
• Navatkuli Railway Station, Sri Lanka 
Educational & Healthcare  • General Hospital, 
Sri Lanka • Kegalle Hospital, Sri Lanka • Lanka 
Hospitals, Sri Lanka • Matara Hospital, Sri Lanka 
• Monaragala Hospital, Sri Lanka • Narahenpita 
Army Hospital, Sri Lanka • Radiant Treatment 
Center, Sri Lanka • Welisara Navy Hospital, Sri Lanka 

Middle East 
Hospitality  • Atana Hotel - Khasab, Oman • Crowne Plaza, 
Oman • Millennium Hotel, Oman • Ascot Hotel, UAE • Bab Al 
Shams Desert Resort & Spa, UAE • Citymax - Al Barsha, UAE 
• Citymax - Business Bay, UAE • Citymax - Rak, UAE • Coral 
International, UAE • Crowne Palace Hotel, UAE • Ewan Hotel, 
UAE • Ivory Grand, UAE • Al Khoory Atrium Hotel, UAE 
• Landmark Hotel, UAE • Melia Hotel, UAE • Nurai Resort, UAE 
• Ramada Beach Hotel, UAE • Ramada Hotel & Suites, UAE 
• Somewhere Hotel, UAE • Top Hotel - Impz, UAE 
• Zighy Resort - Musandam, UAE 
Residential  • Panorama Complex, Oman • 7th Heaven, UAE 
• Al Fardan, UAE • Eagle Residence, UAE • Geepas Tower, UAE 
•Hamany, UAE • Indigo Tower, UAE • Majestic Tower, UAE 
• Nest Villas, UAE • Nurai Island, UAE • Kaba, UAE • Vincitore 
Palacio, UAE • Zayan Park, UAE 
Commercial  • Oman Majlis, Oman • Ajman Bank Headquarter, 
UAE • Arabian Center Shopping Mall, UAE 
Educational & Healthcare  • Manipal University, UAE 
• RAK Hospital, UAE • Reach British School, UAE • Sorbonne 
University, UAE • Zulekha Hospital, UAE

Ramada Hotel, Bangkok 

Suncity Apartment, Ghana
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Unmatched Warranty*

Comprehensive 
Customer 
Service
under one roof
• Spare parts back-up • Trained service personnel

support@jaquar.com       service@jaquar.com
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A Stunning Array of 
Colour Finishes

Chrome Antique Copper

Full Gold Graphite

Black Matt Finish

Stainless Steel Finish

Black ChromeAntique

Gold Dust White Matt



As people seek newer products that enhance their
bathroom experience in every way - aesthetically, technically 

and experientially, the premium segment of Jaquar comes 
into prominent play. With faucets, bath fittings, accessories 

and more, the mid-level Jaquar range is set to grow 
phenomenally in terms of numbers with after-sales service, 

R&D, great designs and a warranty that is an industry first.
Jaquar is truly the segment to watch out for.
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Higher Longevity

Half a million cycle
s 

  

Operates Smoothly

Higher Durability
(0.3µ Chrome + 10µ Nickel)

38ºc

Optimum Flow
and Temperature

Jaquar Care

Soft Water Flow Advanced Water
Saving Flow Regulator

Jaquar Faucets provide a great experience with their high quality performance. Jaquar’s in-house, 
award winning design team is well integrated in its approach and helps to produce 125,000 faucets 
on daily basis. Our state-of-the-art manufacturing units are backed by a world-class testing lab. 
That’s why Jaquar Faucets conform to the highest quality and regulatory standards. Jaquar’s passion 
for perfection reflects in the 10 years of warranty it extends on its faucets. The faucets comprise of 
17 ranges to suit various design needs, besides a complete range of faucets with Single-lever, 
Quarter-turn and Multi-turn operations.  

High Quality
High Performance

Faucets
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Jaquar Sanitaryware provides you with a wide range of designs and features to enhance your 
bathroom décor perfectly. Our wide range of wash basins, offering Wall Hung, Over Counter, 
Under Counter and Counter-top installations are well coordinated with Jaquar’s exquisite range of 
faucets. What’s more, our water closets with single piece, coupled and wall mounted options, fit into 
your coordinated design and installation parameters perfectly, offering the advantage of user-friendly 
two push-button activated dual-flush technology.

Inspiring Designs
Unmatched Quality

Anti-Germ Glazing

Rimless WC Tornado Flushing 10 Years Warranty

Soft Closing Detachable
UF Seat Cover

BI
Blind Installation

Clean and Odour-free
WCs

Stringent Quality
Parameters

After Sales Service

Sanitaryware
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In order to bring you the latest and the most advanced bath products, Jaquar, a complete 
bathroom solutions provider presents a design revolution–the superbly designed high quality 
flush plates. Besides modern designs that offer a sleek look to bath spaces and outstanding 
features like water saving, easy access maintenance and anti-condensation, Jaquar Concealed 
Cisterns ensure that your bathrooms look spacious, clean and hygienic at all times.

Flushing Systems

Features:
• Easy Installation

• Load Bearing Capacity

• Wide Compatibility of WC

• Perfect Easy Alignment

• Adjustable Height

Flushing Systems
Revolutionary design 
Evolutionary function
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Floor Standing Frame

Flush Plate Area

Cistern

Rag Bolt Holes

Inlet Pipe

HDPE Pipe Outlet

Adjustable Legs

Advantages:
• Saves Water

• Less Noise

• Perfect Pan Cleaning

• No Damage from Condensation

• Easy to install and maintain



i Flush advantages

The intelligent flushing mechanism that installs directly in the normal pipeline! 

• Aesthetic appeal
• Easy maintenance
• In-built control valve
• Installs directly in 20 mm (3/4”) pipeline
• Makes flushing less noisy than cisterns
• Works even at a pressure as low as 1.5 bar
• No need to wait if waste is not cleared in one flush
• Saves money and saves the space needed for a flush tank
• Installs in a 4” wall - no need to construct a separate ledge wall
• Makes repeated flushing possible, unlike concealed cisterns which take time to fill up after flushing

Saves Water

In-built Control System 

Twin Flow System 

Slim Wall Plate

Go Green

Cost Effective

Less Noise

i Flushi Flush

iFlush
Intelligence that saves
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Normal Cascade MistSoft Massage

Advanced Rubit
Technology

Click Position System Thermo Insulation

 

Jaquar Booster
Technology

Shapes Available

 
RoundSquare Oval Rectangular

Jaquar showers are designed to deliver a range of experiences, to let you have a shower of your choice every time. 
Our overhead, hand and body showers complement a wide range of shower systems, catering to your unique 
showering habits, design and installation requirements.

Our advanced showers are designed to deliver great precision and consistent water distribution to each individual 
nozzle. Jaquar Showers give you a choice of up to 5 different flows matching your mood. Whichever flow you 
choose, you will be assured of an ultimate experience every time.

Features Size

Overhead Shower (Square)
150 x 150 mm
200 x 200 mm
240 x 240 mm
300 x 300 mm

Overhead Shower (Round)
80 mm dia, 100 mm dia
105 mm dia, 120 mm dia
140 mm dia, 150 mm dia
180 mm dia, 190 mm dia
200 mm dia, 240 mm dia
300 mm dia

Overhead Shower (Oval)
340 x 220 mm

Hand Shower
75 mm dia, 80 mm dia
95 mm dia, 100 mm dia
105 mm dia, 120 mm dia
140 mm dia, 180 mm dia

Overhead 
Shower (Rectangular)
552 x 205 x 25 mm
190 x 295 mmShower

Shower
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Shower
Enclosures

Features:
Jaquar’s Ready-to-Fit Shower Enclosures are a must for every bathroom to minimise the dangers of slipping and falling.
• Readily available in standard sizes • Separates dry and wet areas and optimises bath spaces 
• Easy Clean (Anti-Limescale Treatment) • Brass Hardware • Made of toughened safety glass and high quality hinges 
• Choose from Frameless, Semi-framed and Framed Enclosures • One-stop solution (Design – Installation – Maintenance) 
• Available at leading sanitaryware stores • 5 Years Warranty on Hardware

Glass:
Tempered glass: Option of 6 mm, 8 mm and 10 mm. Advantages of tempering/toughened glass:
1. 4-5 times stronger then normal float glass
2. Breaks into small pieces/dices minimising risk of injury
3. Can resist thermal stress as edge strength is higher. Tempering done at Jaquar’s own fully automatic state of the art 
    tempering unit 
• Tempering for shower enclosure glass only
• 90% of an enclosure is glass, so glass must conform to the highest safety standards as it is used in the bathroom

Quality checks:
• Fragmentation test: To check breakage pattern of glass • Zebra test: No waviness
• Ball drop test (impact resistance): To check strength at point of impact
• Visual defects: To check bubbles, scratches, chipping at edges and other visible defects
• Free fall test: To check overall strength of glass, by throwing the glass freely on a plain surface

Standards:
- These standards ensure that the glass passes 
   stringent quality parameters
- Ensures consistency
- Enhances life of the product conforms to European standards

Reference: India
• IS 2553 (part 1: 1990) • IS 14900: 2000 • IS 2835: 1987

Reference: Europe
• En 14450: 2000 • Adheres to European toughening norms

Jaquar’s Ready-to-Fit Shower Enclosures are a must for every bathroom to minimise the dangers of slipping and 
falling. Readily available in standard sizes, these Shower Enclosures separate dry and wet areas and optimise bath 
spaces. These are made with toughened safety glass, high quality hinges and brassware. With easy clean 
property, these enclosures come with a 5 years' warranty on hardware.

Shower Enclosures
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Wellness

Why settle for just a bathroom?
Create a Complete Wellness Zone at home!

44

Wellness

Wellness advantages

Features:

• Hydromassage
• Air Massage
• Chromotherapy

The unbeatable product features are:
• Brilliant surface of sanitary acrylic
• Antibac® hygienic surface
• Increased chemical resistance
• High break strength
• Long life
• Excellent design possibilities
• Easyglide® layer
• Low specific weight
• Recyclable
• Repairable

Jaquar proudly presents its own range of Whirlpools. Created by specialist designers from 
Europe and made in Jaquar’s state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. Jaquar Whirlpools bring 
wellness into your home with great style and panache. Their jets project water in a flowing, 
circular motion, which offers a wide array of health benefits, including relaxation, improved blood 
circulation and sore muscle and joint relief. Whatever you desire, whether hot or cold water 
massages, long relaxing soaks or even chromotherapy, a Jaquar Whirlpool gives you all these 
and more. Easy to use functions flawlessly switch water modes for your benefit.



Every bathroom needs a different size of water heater depending on the climate of the place, the kind 
of fittings used and the number of people who use it. Rain showers, bathtubs and whirlpools need 
larger water heaters, while kitchens require smaller-sized ones.

Jaquar has introduced a full range of modern Water Heaters ranging from 6 litre for your kitchen to 
500 litre for large homes. Jaquar’s range of water heaters has been developed to work in tough 
conditions with features that offer more safety, more savings and more life built-in. Ask your Jaquar 
Bath Expert to recommend the right one for your needs.

Jaquar offers a wide range of Water Heaters using different energy sources - Electric, Gas & Air to 
Heat Water Heaters (Heat Pump).

Features:
More Safety: More Life:

More Savings:

Double Safety
Thermostat

Multi-Function
Safety Valve 

High Quality Glass
Lined Heating Element

Earth Leakage
Circuit Breaker 

Energy Saving
High Density
PUF Insulation

Cathodic
Protection

Digital Controls
and DisplayWater Heater

Water Heater
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Digital Feature:

Cordless Remote



Artize, an über luxury bath brand from Jaquar caters to 
customers who aspire for luxury in their bathroom spaces.

A perfect balance of design, quality, production standards, 
technology and precision - Artize delivers excellence at all 

levels and offers global citizens unmatched
bathing experience. 

A Luxury Bathroom Brand
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Tiaara is like jewellery for the bathroom. 
A unique combination of effortless 
functionality within a stunning form. Designed 
like a piece of jewellery with echoing ovals, 
Tiaara is a faucet that brings a unique 
sculptural quality to a commonplace function 
and elevates its usage into a memorable 
experience. 



Tailwater is a striking and iconic piece of 

bathroom fitting - a new, minimalist design 

classic. A zoomorphic, abstract image of a bird, 

perched on the edge of a pool, it is a beautifully 

engineered piece of industrial design. 
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FLO2
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Wellness ShowerTronic iV6/iV2
Intuitive unwinding for the discerning
Artize ShowerTronic iV6 is a touch based-intelligent water mixer system, which 
automatically maintains the water temperature and flow rate during showering. 
It comes with a host of features designed to deliver the ultimate showering experience.

How does Artize ShowerTronic iV6 do a better, more precise, more reliable job of giving you 
water at the temperature you desire?
The answer lies in the advanced technology that lies behind the beautiful, simple waterproof 
touchpad interface - a perfect balance between functional simplicity and technical complexity.
ShowerTronic iV6's innovative electronic thermostatic mixing system has 6
electronic valves, and multiple sensors. These are connected to a state-of-the-art intelligent control 
software managing all showering operations.
ShowerTronic iV6 also has its own battery back up to give you uninterrupted showers in case of 
power failures.
It also offers convenience and safety features like warm-up mode, auto clean, thermal disinfec-
tion, on-screen alarms and auto cut-off.

Temperature and flow as you like it:

ShowerTronic
Digital Shower
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Artize presents TumbleRain - one 
of the most innovative bathing 
experiences ever created: a shower 
that takes you back to a simpler 
time, to the fond memories of 
being inundated with a wave of 
water as the thrilling climax of the 
bath time ritual.

TumbleRain
Rediscover
the thrill of 
bucket baths!
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Explore Jaquar’s wide range of Complete Bathroom Solutions on your screens, anytime at 
www.jaquar.com and get the showroom experience right in the comfort of your home. 

• Download Technical Drawings with Specifications, Product Images and CAD Drawings
• See 3-Dimensional view of products 
• Find the Dealer/Retailer nearest to your location
• Download Brochures of Jaquar’s latest products and find the ones that fit your style
• Subscribe to Jaquar Emails and be the first to learn about our new launches
• Connect with us on our Social Media Pages

You could also connect with Jaquar across Social Media. 

Jaquar Online
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Download App
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Appreciate Jaquar in 3D
Log on to our website 

www.jaquar.com

Select the Product Category, 
the Sub-brand and the 

specific product

Get a 360o view of your 
chosen product

Click on 3D Warehouse

Select your Region
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Expanding footprint across the globe

Jaquar World, Riyadh Jaquar World, Singapore Jaquar World, Brunei Jaquar World, London

Jaquar World, Italy Jaquar World, Dubai Jaquar World, Kuala Lampur
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Jaquar World, Addis Ababa
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